Registering histological and MR images of prostate for image-based cancer detection.
This paper presents a deformable registration method to co-register histological images with MR images of the same prostate. By considering various distortion and cutting artifacts in histological images and also fundamentally different nature of histological and MR images, our registration method is thus guided by two types of landmark points that can be reliably detected in both histological and MR images, i.e., prostate boundary points, and internal salient points that can be identified by a scale-space analysis method. The similarity between these automatically detected landmarks in histological and MR images are defined by geometric features and normalized mutual information, respectively. By optimizing a function, which integrates the similarities between landmarks with spatial constraints, the correspondences between the landmarks as well as the deformable transformation between histological and MR images can be simultaneously obtained. The performance of our proposed registration algorithm has been evaluated by various designed experiments. This work is part of a larger effort to develop statistical atlases of prostate cancer using both imaging and histological information, and to use these atlases for optimal biopsy and therapy planning.